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11:00 starts
169TH CANTERBURY CRICKET WEEK
The Spitfire Ground, St Lawrence, Canterbury
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WELCOME
By Derek Taylor
2021 Club President

Welcome everyone to The Spitfire Ground,
St Lawrence for one of our county’s great
traditions – Canterbury Cricket Week.
I’d also like to welcome the players and
support staff of Sussex CCC, as well as
Kent’s loyal Members, supporters, partners
and stakeholders.

marquees up or as many supporters this
year, we must still cherish the return of
Canterbury Cricket Week as a big step on
the return of ‘normal life’, after what have
been such a difficult period for everyone
over the past 15 months.

This LV= Insurance County Championship
match forms the 169th edition of the oldest
cricket festival in England, and after a year
without our ‘Canterbury Week’, I share
everyone’s excitement in its return.

We live in challenging times, but we must
hope that in the near future our cricketers
will be able to play in front of more
Members and supporters who wish to
enjoy watching this wonderful game in such
pleasant surroundings.

It’s my honour to welcome you all today
as Kent Cricket’s President for 2021, but
I must also pass on a welcome from our
2020 President, Sir Tim Laurence, who will
also be in attendance this week. Whilst Sir
Tim did not have Cricket Week to preside
over last year, I hope that he will enjoy this
edition as a Past President of the Club.

We are lucky to have young and talented
players in both our Men’s and Women’s
teams and the support you give to them is
much valued. I also thank all those involved
in the community game, who give of their
time so readily to protect cricket to the
young of today in the hope they develop the
same love for the game which we have.

I have seen many Canterbury Cricket Weeks
during my association with the Club, and
the players and coaches all enjoy playing
in them – whilst restrictions still mean that
we cannot have as many of our traditional

I hope you enjoy this match, and continue
to support Kent as passionately as we know
you all do.
Derek Taylor, 2021 Club President

CANTERBURY CRICKET WEEK

CANTERBURY CRICKET WEEK

On 1st August 1842, Canterbury Cricket
Week was born. It has been celebrated
annually, with very few exceptions, since
that date. And it is apt to describe it as a
celebration, for whilst cricket has been the
main attraction, it has always been a great
social occasion commanding an audience
from near and far.
Early matches were played at the Beverley
Ground and featured contests between
representative Kent and England sides. The
Kentish Gazette, reporting the matches in
that first Week, highlighted the performances
for Kent of two outstanding batsmen of
that time, Fuller Pilch and Nicholas Felix,
reporting that “The cricket proved worthy of
the occasion….”
The first Week at the St Lawrence Ground
was in 1847, the two matches being Kent v
England and the Gentlemen of Kent v the
Gentlemen of England.

When Kent won its first Championship in
1906 there were innings victories against
Sussex and Lancashire during Canterbury
Week, this latter match being the subject
of the famous painting by Albert Chevellier
Tayler showing Colin Blythe bowling to J.T.
Tyldesley.
There was Leslie Ames’ one hundredth
hundred in 1950 and the record second
wicket partnership of 366 between Simon
Hinks and Neil Taylor in 1990.
Canterbury Week is something special. Its
history and tradition is unique. It is one of
sport’s outstanding Summer occasions,
ranking alongside Wimbledon, Ascot and
Henley.
It is a time which still evokes eager excitement
and anticipation.

Find us on social media @KentCricket

David Robertson

We take pride
in what we do
Established in 1877 and based in Kent, we are a construction company with a
strong history and a first-class track record across all construction sectors.

www.wwmartin.co.uk

FIRST-CLASS RECORDS

KENT V SUSSEX
In terms of first-class matches played and the period of time over which they have been
contested, Kent v Sussex stands alone. The first contest in Kent records dates back to 1825.
In that time no less than 328 matches have been played of which Kent has won 131, Sussex
105, 90 drawn and two tied. One match was abandoned without a ball being bowled. In
Kent 162 games have been played, no less than 55 at the Nevill in Tunbridge Wells. of
which Kent have won 69, Sussex 55, 38 drawn and the one abandoned. Specifically on the
Spitfire Ground since 1906 the record is played 19, Kent won 9, Sussex 4 with six drawn.
In all down the years Sussex have played on 19 grounds in Kent many like Margate,
Sandgate, Hawkhurst, Crystal Palace and the Beverley Ground in Canterbury lost now in
the mists of time. Kent’s lowest ever total was against Sussex (see below) while the last
encounter at home recorded the largest ever partnership for a Kent match (see also below).
Highest Innings Total

Kent:
Sussex:

Lowest Innings Total

Kent:
Sussex:

18
22

Highest Individual Score

Kent:
Sussex:

238*
246

J.M.Cox
Canterbury
K.S.Duleepsinhji Hastings

2020
1929

9-11
10-48
17-67
15-?

A.P.Freeman
C.H.G.Bland
A.P.Freeman
J.Wisden

1922
1899
1922
1848

Best Bowling Analysis (Innings) Kent:
Sussex:
Best Bowling Analysis (Match) Kent:
Sussex:

580-9d
618

Tonbridge
Hove

1939
2004

Gravesend
Sevenoaks

1867
1828

Hove
Tonbridge
Hove
Hove†

Highest Wicket Partnerships - Kent:1st
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

214
222
249
167
233
160
146
161
183

H.T.W.Hardinge (129) & F.E.Woolley (99)
Asif Iqbal (140) & R.A.Woolmer (97)
G.G.Hearne (103) & F.Marchant (176)
J.C.Tredwell (68) & J.M.Kemp (102)
R.Mayes (134) & W.Murray-Wood (107)
C.H.Knott (140*) & A.C.Wright (69)
R.S.Jones (81) & E.Henty (72)
B.R.Edrich (193*) & F.Ridgway (89)
S.A.Marsh (142) & B.J.Phillips (65*)

Hove
Hove
Gravesend
Canterbury
Tunbridge Wells
Hastings
Hove
Tunbridge Wells
Horsham

1907
1975
1889
2008
1952
1929
1880
1949
1997

Hove
Canterbury
Hove
Gravesend
Canterbury
Tunbridge Wells
Hastings
Hove
Tunbridge Wells
Horsham

1907
2020
1975
1889
2008
1952
1929
1880
1949
1997

Highest Wicket Partnerships - Glamorgan:1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

214
423*
222
249
167
233
160
146
161
183

H.T.W.Hardinge (129) & F.E.Woolley (99)
J.M.Cox (238*) & J.A.Leaning (220*)
Asif Iqbal (140) & R.A.Woolmer (97)
G.G.Hearne (103) & F.Marchant (176)
J.C.Tredwell (68) & J.M.Kemp (102)
R.Mayes (134) & W.Murray-Wood (107)
C.H.Knott (140*) & A.C.Wright (69)
R.S.Jones (81) & E.Henty (72)
B.R.Edrich (193*) & F.Ridgway (89)
S.A.Marsh (142) & B.J.Phillips (65*)

Statistics from Howard Milton
†
Royal Brunswick Ground

LAST TIME OUT

LAST TIME OUT
A defiant half-century from Jack Leaning
enabled Kent to cling on for a draw at
Emirates Old Trafford in the LV= Insurance
County Championship.
Leaning’s unbeaten 53 from 199 balls
ensured the visitors were eight down at the
close of Day Four of a rain-affected match
since James Anderson’s seven for 19 helped
dismiss Kent for just 74 in their first innings.
Lancashire pushed hard for the win with
Tom Hartley’s best first-class figures of four
for 42 giving them more than a sniff as the
clock ticked down on a gloomy afternoon in
Manchester.
Play got underway at 13:10 with Lancashire
declaring overnight on 259 for nine and a first
innings deficit of 185 for Kent to contend with.
Subtract the England-bound Zak Crawley
from the equation and this looked a big ask
for a batting line up blown away by James
Anderson in similar conditions on Day Two.
That impression was strengthened in the
fourth over when Ollie Robinson was
dismissed by Luke Wood and was caught by
wicketkeeper Dane Vilas for two.
Anderson quickly weighed in with his 1,003rd
first class wicket after Jordan Cox edged one
to Rob Jones at second slip whose parry
found its way into the hands of a grateful
Luke Wells standing next to him.
Kent were suddenly 31 for two and their
prospects worsened when skipper Joe Denly
clipped from Danny Lamb’s first over straight
to Alex Davies at midwicket for 17 to leave the
visitors 40 for three.
With the fourth day pitch expected to turn,
Lancashire might have rued Matt Parkinson’s
England call up but the leg spinner’s
replacement has been in fine form in the
Vitality Blast and Hartley claimed Harvey
Kuhn for his first red ball wicket of the season
when the South African edged to Wells at slip
for 21.
When Crawley’s substitute, Tawanda
Muyeye, was trapped in front by Hartley for
seven, swiftly followed in the same way by
Darren Stevens for 17 courtesy of Wells’ part

time leg spin, the writing was on the wall for
Kent at 129 for six with only Leaning offering
any resistance.
Just before the last hour was called, Hartley
struck again, claiming two wickets in the
three balls as first Matt Milnes edged behind
for two and then Harry Podmore was clean
bowled for a duck.
But Leaning and a very impressive James
Logan, who finished unbeaten on three, hung
on to see out time and allow Kent a share of
the spoils.
Jack Leaning, Kent batsman, said: “It was
good fun because I quite enjoy those battles
where you have to get stuck in. It was quite
fitting that two Yorkie boys stopped the Lanky
boys winning!
“Obviously we have not played our best
cricket in this game and to come out of
the game with only two fewer points than
Lancashire doesn’t seem fair but it’s nice to
come out of the game like that.
“It’s always nice to play Lancashire, even
though I am now a Kent lad and loving life
down there, there is always a bit of niggle and
a few fun words exchanged.
“If we’re being honest our form in the
Championship has not been at its best this
year but the T20 gives us a chance to free
up and enjoy ourselves – maybe we need to
bring a little bit of that into four day cricket.”

Find us on social media @KentCricket

WHITHER CRICKET WEEKS & OUTGROUNDS?

WHITHER CRICKET WEEKS &
OUTGROUNDS?

Cricket is perpetually in a state of
evolution, some of it good, some
of it bad, some of it controversial.
Sometimes I do wonder why those in
authority like to tinker so much given
in the last full recorded season in 2019,
aggregate attendances for domestic and
international cricket hit their highest
numbers in England since detailed
records began to be kept in the late
1960s and early 1970s. Fewer people
might be playing the game but in terms
of bums on seats this has been a boom
time across the board.
I guess I fall in with the silent majority
of cricket fans in that I can thoroughly
enjoy all three established formats of
the game. Long form Championship, List
A one-dayers and of course the global
phenomenon that is T20. All have their
own appeal and their own part to play
in the rich tapestry of county cricket in
this country and are all worth preserving,
nurturing and growing.
Four-day Championship cricket might
have a stuffy reputation but has history,
tradition and evocative significance on its
side and without it there could be no Test
Cricket. It is the bedrock of the county
game and the finishing school for future
England stars as well as providing the
narrative of each summer for the tens
of thousands of loyal and passionate
followers of the eighteen counties.

Sometimes I feel it is being treated with
complacent indifference.
This week brings a welcome Championship
match, our only home one in July, and
part of Canterbury Cricket Week. A fine
tradition but I do fear such traditions are
under threat as are out grounds.
However, the concept of the “Week”
is under threat, Canterbury is unusual
in doing so at the county HQ. As a kid
growing up in the 80s it meant loads of
tents filled with chaps in garish ties from
exclusive and mysterious clubs and
organisations that would spend more
time eating and drinking and burbling
away than ordinary fans, but did bring a
pleasant hubbub by late afternoon! Two
three-day games and a Sunday League
game at Canterbury would have the The
Spitfire Ground, St Lawrence thronged
for seven full days. During the school
holidays I just parked myself on the green
seats by the old white scoreboard and
avidly took it all in.
Due to the inevitable restrictions, the
social side will be largely absent this
year. I fear no tents of slightly squiffy
guests of the mayor or the CAMRA tent,
no ambling round the ground bumping
into old friends, the cricket will happen,
but the vibe will be different.

Find us on social media @KentCricket

Eddie Allcorn

MINIMUM CROP HEIGHT

@SPITFIREALE

WORLD CLASS BEER.

Made by Britain’s oldest brewer.

MINIMUM CROP WIDTH

MAXIMUM CROP WIDTH

TROPICAL FRUIT &
CITRUS AROMAS

TOFFEE & SPICE AROMAS

LIGHTLY HOPPED

Hoppy, bitter finish

for a smooth, refreshing finish

MINIMUM CROP HEIGHT

with a subtle bitterness

MAXIMUM CROP HEIGHT

SPECIFIC BEER LOGO

MAXIMUM CROP WIDTH
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